SOME wise man has said that one advantage of the stethoscope is that its uise forces the physician to come xvithin at lcast an 18-inclh radius of the patient. Palpation redulces the remoteness to zero: the plhysician mu-st touichl the patienit. A fuirtlher enthusiasm for palpation develops after the total vibrational energy of the cardiac cycle is analyzed and it is demonstrated thait Capproximately 
tlhis energy occurs in a freqcuen:cy range that is subauidible. Stated differently, the great clinical usefulness of the stethoscope lhas been accomplished xvith but a 10 per cent sampling of the lheart's vibrational energy. The remaining subauidible 90 per cent is beconing useful, qiuantitative information also.
In none of my comments do I wish to imnply that otlher workers lhave neglected to appreciate the possible clinical value of precordial vibrations. Both remotely 1 The most dangerous state incidental to the human mind is a calm acquiescence in the accuracy and extent of its own attainments. Knowledge is at once the origin of morals and the road to happiness; and precisely in proportion as we acquire it, we advance, though still at the most humble distance, towards the perfection of the Divine nature....
With this view, he who would aspire to a just character for professional eminence, ought to have an adequate knowledge of the properties of number and figure; of the laws of mechanics and hydraulics; of the general principles of botany and chemistry; and a still more minute acquaintance with the anatomy of man and other animals, and with metaphysics, or the properties of mind.
These acquisitions, necessary and multifarious as they are, can still be considered as only the introduction to the more immediate knowledge of his profession; in which he must, as far as possible, learn the structure and uses of the different parts of the animal machine, their various dependencies on each other, their movements and affections in a state of health, and the symptoms of deviation from that state. On these important subjects it would greatly improve the accuracy of his conceptions, were he to compare all the phenomena which occur in the human race with those of other animals, and even of the vegetable kingdom itself. He must also inform himself of the powers which disturb and restore the healthy functions, whether of the body or mind. 
